What is the EStale?
When you see the warning American flag,
last page of the BALLOT SUMMARY. You have finished voting.
Read the BALLOT SUMMARY and press CAST BALLOT (from the
each contest. You can skip pages with NEXT.
ENTER. The box to the left of the choice changes to red. Do this for
Press
ACCESS CODE. Press ENTER. Do this for each number.
Press
Select
Select
Select your language and press ENTER.
Press
Select
Select the voting on the estate today. First, turn the SELECT
Point to the voter instruction, please. Place card, if script and say:
Explain how to vote on the estate.
Before each voter gets to an estate booth,
After checking in, the voter will...

Pick up an ACCESS CODE.

Date: 11-07-2000
Time: 15:42:21
Place: Mesa Elementary
Precinct: 0010

4192
Chave de Accesso

ACCESS CODE
Go to any open booth...

CODE and ... The voter will take the ACCESS
Step 1
Voter Instructions

If only English is available, this screen will not appear.

- Press ENTER to highlight the select wheel.
- Turn the select wheel to highlight your language of choice.
- Press ENTER.
Enter access code. Number 3. Repeat for all.

Press enter. First number of the wheel to highlight the select.

Turn the select. Step 2.

Voter instructions.
### Step 3

**Voter Instructions**

- Next.
- You can skip pages with:
- Repeat for each contest.
- Choice changes to red.
- The box to the left of the
- Press enter.
- Choice.
- Turn the select wheel.
- To highlight your ballot.

### Chief Executive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abraham Lincoln</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martin Luther King, Jr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step 4
Voter Instructions

SUMMARY.
The ballot from the last page of
the ballot you have finished voting when you see
Exit the booth.

From Black Box Voting Document Archives
How to Get Help

Voter Instructions

Worker

Press HELP twice

for a review of

Slate buttons.

Press HELP once

for help from a poll

Worker.
If you do not vote in the final contest on the ballot, you must press NEXT or CAST BALLOT to reach the BALLOT SUMMARY.

Voters do not need to vote in all contests, if they choose not to.

In multi-page ballot summaries the voter must use NEXT to move to the next page. After choosing your party, if you choose to vote straight party, go through the pages of the ballot with NEXT after choosing your party.

Accept and press ENTER.

Candidate you wish to write in, turn the SELECT wheel to highlight
SELECT wheel and press ENTER to spell out the name of the
SELECT wheel to the write-in choice and press ENTER. Turn the
SELECT wheel a second time after highlighting
SELECT wheel.

To vote for a write-in, if a write-in choice is available, turn the
SELECT wheel to the write-in choice and press ENTER.

You will go back to that race.

Change a choice with the SELECT wheel.

Cancel a choice by pressing ENTER a second time after highlighting
SELECT wheel to your new choice.

Use PREV or NEXT to move between pages of the ballot.
Press HELP for instructions.

Writing a choice:

Cancel to return to the ballot without
space, space to skip a space, and
Other choices are back to go back a

Accept and press ENTER.

Turn the SELECT wheel to highlight

candidate you wish to write in.

ENTER to spell out the name of the

Turn the SELECT wheel and press

choice and press ENTER.

To vote for a write-in, if a write-in choice

is available.
The headphones are ideal for voters who may have trouble reading the ballot. Orient blind or visually impaired voters to the eSlate SELECT wheel and buttons.

The headphones have a volume control lever built into the wiring. Sliding the volume control lever up produces louder audio, down produces quieter audio.
facilitate input switches. A "sip & puff" device can plug into the disabled access jack in place of the
worker needs to orient the voter to the switches with left-right directions.
For visually impaired voters who also need tactile input switches, a poll
with these switches. This voter will not see the BALLOT SUMMARY.
If the voter begins using these switches, the voter must end
The voter begins using these switches on the first screen.
These switches are designed for voters who are mobility impaired.

If a voter uses the tactile input

Switches...
If you use a sip & put

Device...

• The device will bring their own

• Most voters who

• A personal adaptive

• Switches.

In place of the tactile input
disabled input device jack
The device plugs into the

• From Black Box Voting Documents—

• From Black Box Voting Documents—
The booth is now available for the next voter.

8. 
Reconnect the estate to the booth cable and look for the "Thank You"
message with the large waving American flag.

7. 
Take the estate to the voter, who votes in private as usual. The voter will
press CAST BALLOT until the small waving American flag appears, but the
vote is not actually sent to the DVC until the estate is recognized to
the daisy chain.

6. 
Disconnect the estate from the daisy chain. Simply loosen the cable's
headphones, if they are not needed.

5. 
Once the ballot appears, you may disconnect the tactile input switches and
thumbscrews from the top of the unit, pull the booth cable free, and pick up
the estate.

4. 
Enter the voter's ACCESS CODE.

3. 
Check battery power on the ACCESS CODE screen. If the battery has
needs switches.
No power, "battery will be in the lower right hand corner of the estate.
line. Use the tactile input switches to enter the voter's language if the voter
ask for the voter's preferred language, and determine if they need the
tactile input switches and/or headphones. Then assign an ACCESS CODE
as usual.

2. 
If a voter needs to use the curbside voting feature, check voter registration,
That is the eSlate!